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Sit up straight on a Breakout
with an Ape

Sit up straight on a Breakout with an Ape
“Grab high, sit low”, has for many decades been the motto of many chopper builders. The Harley-Davidson Breakout is already as a

stock bike stretched long and built flat. So why not give the flat bike a medium height ape hanger to give the bike this look? Rick’s

did just that, with the suitable handlebar already in the program. Originally the handlebar was developed for the Touring models,

but looks extremely good on a Softail. The foot controls and the positioning were left as stock. However, on request Rick’s can also

offer their own foot controls, which are up to two inches forward, so that also taller riders can ride comfortably without having to

fold their chassis beforehand.

The already flat appearance is additionally increased by Rick’s rear fender kit, which was developed especially for the Milwaukee-

Eight Breakout. Compared to stock, Rick’s cover is much smaller and hugs the radius of the wheel better. The new fender is largely

made elaborately by hand from steel in Baden-Baden and is so robust that even a passenger could sit on it. If, when looking at the

photos, you wonder how close the rear fender is to the tire, rest assured that the whole rear can be lowered with Rick’s airride

system. With the push of a button, the whole bike gets lowered towards the asphalt, which makes this extremely flat look possible,

but the rear can just as quickly be lifted back to ride height.
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Tech Facts

  

  

Parts-List "Sit up straight on a Breakout with an Ape"
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Alle Infos zum Bike unter: https://ricks-motorcycles.com/en/bikes/softail/sit-up-straight-on-a-breakout-with-ape/
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